Abstract
Introduction
This paper introduces an Intelligent Agent named as VROBO (Vacuum-cleaner Robot), which works just like a vacuum cleaner but having intelligent behaviors. This is just a prototype system and is in conceptual form (see Fig. 2 ), which may further be advanced and implemented physically. Fruitful results were achieved through testing few of the working features of the presented agent. This work is further expansion of the working of LEGO Mindstorms robots [1] .
The "Vacuum World" environment is often used to demonstrate the simulation as well as real implementation of intelligent agents to its simplicity. A vacuum cleaner works in a room, broken down by grid lines. Each grid cell represents a location that a vacuum agent may traverse. There is a unique "home" location for the vacuum, and all other locations may be clean / empty or may contain dirt. The goal of the vacuum cleaner agent is to traverse the room, clean up all the dirt, return home [2] . The agent can detect whether there is dirt or not in current cell, whether or not it is in home location. It can be further enhanced to detect whether there is obstacle (wall/furniture) in front of agent.
Robot can be operated in virtual model worlds, by using special robot simulation software or programmer built simulation software as in the case of VROBO.
First and foremost objective of this research work is to provide a conceptual system for students who are interested to learn about Intelligent Agent and AI technology. Second objective of this work is to depict how computer knowledge can practically be implemented in real world problems to enhance the physically capabilities of human being.
Related Work
Simplification of environment or alteration to the needs of the robot is not an exclusive property of commercial robots. Successful scientific experiments report task solving in university or museum corridors only, robots and their designers rarely dare to go to outdoor spaces. Namely, today's robots work in model worlds instead of real world [3] .
Demonstrating agent based environment and programming to AI students is being done earlier using JESS (Java Expert System Shell) a rule engine for java platform [4] .
Using simulator researchers may build experimental environments according to their own imagination. Complexity, reality, specificity can be gradually increased to a level where virtual robots dare to abandon their cradle and can head to real challenges Web-Based Information System for Blood Donation Abdur Rashid Khan, Muhammad Shuaib Qureshi of the physical world [3] . Virtual environment enables researchers to successfully modify and manage, while new problems may appear. David R. Musicant, Carleton College gives a way of simulating real robots with java based API [2] . VROBO is an easy environment for AI students with prior knowledge of Java language and predicate logic. Here the students first understand the navigation of robot, formulation of facts and rules in the form of predicates and then actually coding them in java GUI based environment. Further the VROBO API is developed with leJOS language [5] for LEGO Mindstorms that allows students to implement Russel and Norvig's "Vacuum world" with real robots by using java language [6] . Advantage of the said API is its simplicity for controlling the robot by students more easily.
While no definitive definition of what makes a computer program an intelligent agent currently exists, researchers have reached some consensus on the common attributes of intelligent agents [7] ; Autonomy: an intelligent agent must be capable of working without human supervision. Self-learning: an intelligent agent should be capable of changing their behavior according to their accumulated knowledge. Proactive: an intelligent agent should be capable of making decisions based on its own initiative. Communication: an intelligent agent needs to be able to communicate with other systems and agents, while also communicating with the end user in natural language. Co-operation: some of the more advanced intelligent agents should be able to act in unison with other agents to carry out complex tasks. Mobility: an intelligent agent will need to be mobile, to enable it to travel throughout computer systems in order to accumulate knowledge and carry out tasks. Goal Driven: all intelligent agents must have a goal, a userdefined purpose, and then act in accordance with that purpose.
Methodology

Micro Setup for VROBO Simulator
The proposed setup consists of the following simple and easy to use environment. Various components have been depicted through Fig. 2 . The Vacuum Cleaner agent works in an n * n rectangular room that consists of grid of equally sized squares as shown in 
Fig. 1 Grid Layout for Agent Moment
Agent Performance
The performance measure for an agent is the criterion for success of an agent's behavior. The agent i.e. VROBO Simulator's score is calculated by adding 50 points to the total for each clean square , at the end of each time step and subtracts 1 point for each action taken. It does nothing once it is sure that all the squares are clean [6] .
Following are the basic features of this Intelligent Agent, which depicts, how it percepts information from environment, autonomously acts according to a situation, i.e. how rationally it behaves with the environment. 
GOALS
ACTIONS: Agent can perform following limited actions.
• turn left
Corresponding predicates (facts) for above actions are: do(suck) for sucking dirt, go(forward) for move forward one step and turn(left), turn(right) for turning at 90 degree.
Below is the conceptual diagram of Vacuum cleaner agent, which shows that agent takes sensory input from environment, interacts with knowledge base (KB) for learning and takes appropriate actions. Table 1 : Sample code for the VROBO Proposed environment is kept simple, so the robot/agent navigation takes place from Cell (0, 0) to (1, 0) to (2, 0) and then to (2, 1), (1, 1), (0, 1) and so on. When it reaches (2, 2) it goes back (0, 0) i.e. its home [8] . The sample rules for the said navigation are shown in table1. Sample Rules mentioned in Table-1 can be extended to get the agent to (2, 2) and back to (0, 0) in any facing/direction (North, South, East, West). Following is the sample code of the VROBO. 
Rules for Vacuum Agent Navigation
Implementation
Implementation of this Agent may be seen in the following are the two choices as: Screen Oriented Simulation and Robot Oriented Simulation, being explained as below.
Screen Oriented Simulation
The GUI for VROBO is created using Java language. It consists of randomly generated (n * n) grid of squares with underscore ( __ ) shows clean square and "X" shows dirty square. The main menu consists of two options File and Setup. "Load agent" option of File menu loads the semantic rules (see Table  1 ) coded in java and thus enabling Setup menu (Table  2) for proper functioning. The setup menu contains further options for displaying the proposed vacuum
No.
Semantic Rule
Loc ( 
Robot Oriented Simulation
LEGO Mindstorms robots can be used to implement VROBO simulation physically without needing to build the robot from scratch [1] . It contains two wheels. Light sensors are fixed on front of robot. These sensors help in detecting whether robot is in clean cell or dirty cell or home. The front of robot also contains a bump sensor that detects an obstacle in front of robot. This robot is placed on hard paper fixed on plywood sheet with n * n grid lines. Home location is represented by blue color; yellow color is used to represent dirt. When robot sees dirt it emits beep. This implementation needs software library developed with leJOS language [5] .
Conclusion
VROBO provides an easy way to understand the system, although, readers must have a strong background knowledge of predicate logic and Java language. Option 2 of Implementation (i.e. using LEGO Mindstorms low cost robots) is an API that gives the AI students an easy to handle programming kit of "real" robots to understand the working of an intelligent agent. It guides to practical implementation of the Intelligent Agent's technology to real world problems. It can be extended at commercial level if refined and more work is being performed.
